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Problems associated with the parametric modelling of multivariate input output 
systems are addressed in this paper. A three stage estimation procedure is proposed, 
each stage being implemented by means of straightforward closed form multivariate 
least squares regressions. The statistical properties of the estimates obtained are 
presented and asymptotic efficiency is achieved. Criteria on the basis of which an 
appropriate structure can be chosen are advanced and a strategy for the selection 
of the true or approximating specification is discussed. Consistency when the system 
can be fmitely parameterised is shown. 6 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with models of the form 
y(t)= f Kdx(f-A+ 5 W)4f-j), t = 0, * 1, +2, . ..) (l.la) 
j= I J=o 
where y(t) is an observable u component vector output process, x(t) is an 
observable u component vector of input variables, and s(t) is an unobserv- 
able vector process of u elements governing the random disturbances to the 
system. The statistical problem that is addressed is that of estimating or 
approximating the transfer functions 
K(z) = f K(j) 2-j and L(z) = f L(j) z-j, (l.lb) 
j=l j=O 
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when Conditions AX’ and Conditions A of Hannan and Deistler [S, p. 131 
and 2571 hold. These conditions serve to specify the stochastic structure of 
the model and ensure that K(z), L(z), and Q are uniquely determined and 
can be identified from the second moment properties of the observable 
processes y(t) and x(t). For any two processes v(t) and l(t) let f,:(z) = 
C f ,,&r) z Pr denote the cross-variance generating function between them 
and 
F,,(o) = ?imK i rvr(Z)[eP’“’ - l]/(i2zr) 
-.. 
7=-T 
the corresponding spectral distribution function. Then y(t) and x(t) are 
jointly asymptotically stationary and 
and, since the sample autocovariances converge to their ensemble counter- 
parts, we can, in principle, determine I;,,(w), FY,Y(o), and FIX(w) and hence 
K(z) and, from the spectral factorisation theorem, L(z) and IR. For statistical 
purposes, however, such a procedure is rather too general and following in 
the tradition of Box and Jenkins [4] we will consider approximating K(z), 
L(z), and Sz via a parametric specification. 
Thus we rewrite (1.1) as 
Y(t) = S(f) + rl(f), (1.2a) 
where the signal s(t) and noise component n(t) are defined by 
A(z) s(t) = B(z) x(r) (1.2b) 
respectively, with 
C(z) v(t) = D(z) df), (1.2c) 
A(z) = i A(j) Z-J, B(z) = 5 B(j) z-j, 
j=O j=l 
C(z) = i C(j) z-j, Dz(z) = i D(j) z-j, C(O) = D(O), 
j=O j=O 
z-l being interpreted as the unit lag operator. The polynomial operators 
are assumed to satisfy det ,4(z) # 0, det C(z) # 0, and det D(z) # 0, JzJ > 1. 
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These stability and minimum phase conditions imply that K(z) and L(z) 
are composed of rational functions analytic for IzI > 1 and in particular 
det L(z) #O Iz( > 1 so that L(z)-’ is also analytic outside the unit circle 
and 
&(t)=L(z)-ly(t)-L(z)-‘K(z)x(t) (1.3a) 
= ‘v(z) Y(l) - @@I x(r) (1.3b) 
are the innovations, that is, the prediction errors of the best linear 
predictor of y(t) from y( t - j) and x( t - j), j = 1, 2, . . . . The representations 
K(z) =A(z))‘B(z) and L(z)= C(z)-‘D(z) are said to provide matrix 
fraction description (m.f.d.s) of the transfer functions and the pairs 
[A(z) : B(z)] and [C(z) : O(z)] will be assumed to be in echelon canonical 
form, discussion of which forms the subject matter of Section 2. 
Note that the model as specified in (1.2), which following Poskitt and 
Tremayne [20] will be referred to as an ARMAT system, gives rise to 
various special cases. If x(t) is absent then y(t) becomes an autoregressive 
moving-average, ARMA, process. Alternatively, if we impose the restriction 
that A(z) = C(z) then (1.2) is equivalent to an ARMAX system, the 
acronym standing for an ARMA process with exogenous, X, variables. A 
fairly extensive literature has built up concerning multivariate ARMA and 
ARMAX systems, see Akaike [3], Deistler [IS], Hannan [6], Hannan and 
Kavalieris [9], and Tiao and Box [24], and the references contained 
therein for example, but with the exception of Jakeman and Young [ 121 
little consideration appears to have been given to ARMAT systems 
directly. As indicated in Hannan and Kavalieris [9, p. 5101, however, (1.2) 
may provide a preferable formulation than an ARMAX model. It is often 
the case that K(z) is of primary interest and the noise component, repre- 
senting residual influences, is of subsidiary importance and then it may 
be better to separate the parameterisation of the signal from that of the 
noise. Conceptually of course no one of the two approaches is more general 
than the other but one possible practical disadvantage of ARMAT over 
ARMAX models is that in dynamic specification more integer parameters 
will have to be determined. The added flexibility obtained by relaxing the 
constraint implicit in an ARMAX structure and separating the parameteri- 
sation of s(t) and s(t) could, however, facilitate a more accurate modelling 
of the input-output interdependences. Results obtained by Jakeman and 
Young [12, 131, for example, suggest that in the analysis of input-output 
data from noisy dynamic systems it can be advantageous to decouple the 
signal and noise components of the model, particularly when the noise 
structure is of secondary importance. See Jakeman and Young, op. cit., for 
more detailed particulars of the issues raised here. 
Following the presentation of the structure of echelon forms given in 
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Section 2, Section 3 of the paper discusses the estimation of the unknown 
parameters of an ARMAT system assuming that the structure is known. 
The method proposed consists of a sequence of regressions and benefits 
thereby from the advantages that accrue from basing calculations on 
closed-form least squares evaluations. Moreover, the statistical properties 
of the method show that the estimates obtained at the final stage are 
asymptotically efficient. Since it is implicit in the approach adopted in this 
paper that there is no prior knowledge of the internal machanisms relating 
v(t) to x(t), we are concerned with obtaining a model that represents the 
observed external characteristics of the system under study, it is clearly 
unlikely that the structure will be known. In order to determine the struc- 
ture from the data different approximations to the model selection criterion 
proposed in Poskitt [17] are considered. This criterion is similar in spirit 
to AIC, Akaike [2], BIC, Schwarz [23] and Rissanen [22], and CAT, 
Parzan [ 161 and is employed in a similar manner. The operational charac- 
teristics of the criteria when applied to ARMAT systems is analysed in 
Section 4. Strong consistency is shown and a strategy for the simultaneous 
determination of the structure of K(z) and L(z) is given. The methods 
proposed are in line with those advocated by Hannan and Kavalieris [9] 
in the context of multivariate ARMAX models and form natural 
generalizations to multivariate ARMAT systems of the techniques 
described in Poskitt [19]. 
2. THE ECHELON FORM AND SOME NOTATION 
From (l.la) it is apparent that K(z) and L(z) -I, are by assumption 
strictly proper, i.e., 
lim K(z)= lim L(z)-Z,=O, 
;-cc z-03 
which is equivalent to saying that the system is causal, and a deep and 
interesting theory on the structure of proper, rational transfer functions 
system has been developed in the last two decades. Deistler [S] provides a 
review with a fairly extensive bibliography. See also Hannan and Deistler 
[S, Chap. 23. We begin with a 
DEFINITION. Let 
P(z)= c P(j)zj and Q(z)= c Q(Azj. 
j30 i>O 
Then the m.f.d. K(z) = P(z))‘Q( ) . z is said to be in echelon from if and only 
if 
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(a) V(z) : Q(z)1 are left coprime, and 
(b) pii are manic polynomials of degree 6(pii) = ni with 
6(p,i)<ni? jGi3 6(p,)<n,, j>i 
S(P,ji)<ni> j#i and S(q,) <: n,. 
The ni, i = 1, . . . . II, are known as the Kronecker or structural indices of 
K(z), which can be uniquely recovered from knowledge of the coefficients 
in P(z), 
n- 1 
pii = Z”’ + 1 p,i(V) Zr 
F-=0 
“,,- 1 
Pyb)’ c P,j(r) .f, 
r=O 
and in Q(Z), 
n,- 1 
q&)= 1 qijw zr, 
r=O 
where 
ny = min(n,, 12,) if i<j 
n, = min(ni + 1, nj) if i>j. 
The multiindex v = (n,, . . . . n,} and [P(z) : Q(z)] as just described 
constitute a complete set of invariants for the K(z) equivalence class. 
Notice that the canonical form has the following properties. The row 
degrees of [P(z) : Q(z)] are ni, i= 1, . . . . u, and the degree restrictions on 
P(z) mean that P[z] is both row and column proper [14, p. 45; 25, 
Chap. 41 with 
P(z) = diag(z”‘, . . . . z”“) PR + P,,(z) 
= diag(z”l, . . . . znU) + P,,(z) 
where P, is lower triangular which units along the leading diagonal, 
PJz) has row degrees less than ni, and P,,(z) has column degrees 
similarly bounded. Therefore G(det P(z)) = C ni= n and from what was 
said above n is an invariant of the set of irreducible m.f.d.s of K(z) called 
the McMillan degree or order of K(z). 
For statistical purposes, however, it is more natural to think of 
representing the relationship between series using the backward shift 
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operator z - ‘, as in (1.2), rather than in the form of a difference equation 
P(z) s(t) = Q(z) x(t) in the forward shift operator z. Given a canonical 
m.f.d. [P(z) : Q(Z)] for K(z) with row degrees ni, . . . . n,:, an obvious way to 
define a canon&form for [A(z) : B(z)]-is via the transformation 
[,4(z) : B(z)] = diag(z-“I, . . . . z-“[)[I’(,-) : Q(z)]. 
DEFINITION. If [P(z) : Qk,l is the echelon m.f.d. of K(z) 
[,4(z) : B(z)] as defined in (2.1) is said to be the (reversed) echelon 
for K(z). 
(2.1) 
then 
form 
Applying (2.1) we see that A(z)= [aJz)], where ~~(r)=p,,(n,--r), 
r = n, - no + 1, . . . . ni, and B(z) = [bJz)], where b,(r) = qJn, -r), 
r=l , ..*, n,, which explains the nomenclature; and setting 
A(z)= i A(j)z-’ and E(z) = i B(j) ZT’, p = max(ni), 
,=o j= 1 i 
we have that the number of coefficients not restricted to be zero or one in 
A(z) is 
i i nti=n+i~~~, {min(ni,nj)+min(n,,nj+l)) 
i-1 j=l 
and in B(z) is 
i i ni=nu 
i=l j=] 
giving a total of 
d(v}=n(u+l)+ CC {min(n,,n,)+min(n,,n,+1)} 
i-zi=l 
freely varying parameters. Let O(n) denote the set of all strictly proper 
rational K(z) of order n and C!&(V) the set of such K(z) whose structural 
indices are nl, . . . . n, with C ni = n. Then it is known that {On(v) ) n, + . . + 
n, = n> form a disjoint partition of O(n) and that O”(v) is mapped homeo- 
morphically into an open subset of Euclidean space [W“{“} via the 
parameterisation in terms of [A(z) : E(z)]. For further details see Hannan 
and Deistler [8, pp. 55473, in particular, Theorems 2.5.1 and 2.5.3 and the 
related discussion. 
A completely analogous development can, of course, be given for 
L(z)-IU, resulting in the following 
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DEFINITION. If L(Z)-Z,E U,,,(P), /L= {m,, . . . . m,), Cm,=m, and 
[P(z) : Q(z)] is the echelon form for L(z)-I,, then 
[C(z) : D(z)] = diag(z-“I, . . . . z-“o)[P(z) : P(z) + Q(Z)] 
is the (reversed) echelon m.f.d. of L(z). 
Again by construction, [C(z) : D(z)] has row degrees mi, i = 1, . . . . v, and 
C(O)=D(O) is lower triangular with ones down the leading diagonal. The 
number of freely varying coefficients in this case is d(p) = m[v + l] + 
C &j[min(mi, mj) + min(mi, mj+ 1)]. Henceforth, as here, detailed 
particulars for L(Z) will not be given as, usually, these will exactly parallel 
those for K(z). We will only present the basic results, commenting where 
necessary on any significant differences. 
In practical situations the order and structural indices will have to be 
identified and in subsequent theoretical developments it is necessary to dis- 
cuss the behaviour of least squares estimators when these are mispecified. 
Introduce the partial ordering on the Kronecker indices v(‘) < vcb) if and 
only if njB) < nib’, i = 1, . . . . v, and v@‘) < vcbJ if strict inequality holds for at 
least one i. If v = {nl, . . . . n,} denotes the Kronecker indices of the fitted 
model and v < vO, where v0 = (noI, . . . . n,,} are the Kronecker indices of the 
true transfer function K,-,(z) then the true parameterisation [A,(z) : B,(z)] 
is not contained in the model class. In this situation the derivations just 
mentioned, although not quite as simple as when v = vO, are comparatively 
straightforward when contrasted to those required when v > vo. In the 
latter case considerably more complexity arises and it becomes necessary to 
transform from the freely varying parameters of [A(z) : B(z)] to a new 
coordinate system. The interested reader is referred, once again, to Hannan 
and Deistler [8] for detailed particulars. 
Finally we close this section with some additional notation and results 
germane to our subsequent developments. Employing the conventions of 
Neudecker [lS), let (x = vec{A(O) - I,: A(1) :.,.:,4(p)) and lo,(z)’ = 
(1, Z-‘, . . . . z-p), then 
The vector CI can be fairly sparse with a total of u’p - CC nii zeros. If a 
denotes a vector containing the ordered nonzero elements found as one 
moves down CI then a = S,a where S, is a (C C nii x v’p) selection matrix 
whose rows are zero except for a one in the column corresponding to the 
nonzero element of u being selected. A simple computation shows that 
sas: = IX&, and that S, and So are reflexive generalised inverses and 
hence CI = Sua. Thus 
vet A(z) = (~Op(z)‘@1,,2) Sba + vet I,., (2.2a) 
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where a contains the freely varying parameters of A(z) not restricted to be 
zero or one. Similarly, if /?=vec{B(l):...: B(p)) and [,J:)‘= 
[z-l, . . . . Z-J’]’ then 
vet B(z)= (il.,(z)‘Oluc) WA (2.2b) 
where b = S,/?, S6 being defined in a manner similar to S,. Using an 
obvious notation, and recalling that C(0) = D(0) = F, say, we also have 
vet C(z)= ([,y(z)‘@Z,2) S:c+S>f+vecZ,, (2.3a) 
and 
vecD(z)=([,,(~)‘@Z~~)S&d+S;lf+vecZ,, 
where q = maxi( 
(2.3b) 
3. ESTIMATION USING GIVEN STRUCTURES 
The estimation method proposed here provides a natural generalization 
to multivariate input output systems of the techniques discussed in 
Poskitt [I93 and they are closely related to the methods of estimation for 
ARMAX systems presented in Hannan and Kavalieris [9]. The basic idea 
is to estimate the parameters of the ARMAT model (1.2) using a sequence 
of multivariate least squares regressions, summarised in the three stages 
presented below. 
Stage I. For h = K log T, K sufficiently large, estimate the coefficients 
Y(j); G(j), j= 1, . . . . h in the regression-autoregression model 
Y(r)= i C@(.dx(f--A- Y(j) At-j)l+e(t), t = 1, . . . . T 
by minimising the residual sum of square tr C e(r) e(t)‘. 
The rationale behind the stage first comes from Eq. (1.3) which expresses 
the innovation sequence in terms of the observed input and output. The 
condition on the order of magnitude of h is required for theoretical 
purposes and comes from the fact that under present assumptions the 
coefficients of Y(z) and Q(z) decline at a geometric rate. In particular, if 1, 
is the root of det(D(z)A(z)) nearest IzI = 1 then a partial fractions 
expansion of D(Z))’ and A(z)- I shows that the absolute value of the 
elements of both Y(j) and @p(j) are bounded by klA,,lj, O< k < co. Thus, 
if h is sufficiently large the residual e(t) will approximate the innovation 
c(t) in a manner made clear in Lemma (3.1) below. The statistical 
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properties of the estimates obtained at Stage I, which correspond to the 
first stage of the procedure discussed by Hannan and Kavalieris [9, 
p. 5151, are given in Hannan and Kavalieris [lo] and are presented here 
for completeness. 
LEMMA 3.1 (Hannan and Kavalieris). For tcl log T < h $ HT, K 1 > 
l/( -2 log)&)), H,= (log T)“*, 1 <K*< co, 
and for s b 0, 
T-’ $ {e(t)-~(t)}{e(t-s)-~(t-s)}’ 
r=1 
= O(Q;h) = 6,,,(u - u) Qh/T+ o,(h/T) 
T-’ i c(t)(e(t-s)-~(t-.s)}’ 
I=1 
= O(Q;h) = -6,,,(u + u) LVz/T+ o,(h/t). 
Henceforth, as in Lemma 3.1, 0( .) and o( .) will denote almost sure 
orders of magnitude, a subscript p being added when the order relation- 
ships hold only in probability. Kappa will be used for arbitrary constants, 
not always the same one, and 6,, stands for Kronecker’s delta. 
The estimates obtained at Stage I can now be used to determine initial 
estimates of [A(z) : B(z)] and [C(z) : D(z) J. First note that Eqs. (1.2) and 
(1.3) imply s(t)+~(t)=B(z)x(t)-(A(z)-I)s(t)+a(t) and Y(z)s(t)= 
Q(z) x(t), which leads naturally to the following procedure. 
Stage II; Step I. Put e(z) = cJ= i e(j) z-j and 6(z) = cJ= i b(j) z-j 
and define the signal estimate s^(t) via the generating equations 
i(t) = i A(j) x(t -j), A(z) = !P(z)-l@(z). 
j=O 
Estimate K(z) by minimising 
(3.1) 
with respect to the d(v) freely varying coefficients in [A(z) : B(z)]. 
683/33/2-2 
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Stage II; Step 2. Let fi(t)=,~(t)-a(z))‘&z)x(t), where [a(s):&z)] 
is the least squares estimate obtained at Step 1. Then [C(z) : B(z)] is given 
by the least squares estimator minimising 
where the minimum is taken over the d(p) freely varying parameters of 
co,(P). 
Some aspects of the behaviour of the estimates obtained at Stage II are 
described in the following results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let [A,(z) : B,(z)] denote the (reversed) echelon form 
with Kronecker indices ni, i = 1, . . . . v, minimising 
s * tr(B - A&) f,,(B - AK,)* do, -7c 
where K,(z)#O, (z( = 1. Then [a(z) : b(z)] = [A,(z) : B,(z)] + O(QT.). 
Zf v < v0 then [A,(z) : B,(z)] is unique and coprime. If v> v0 
[A,(z) : B,(z)] = B(z)[A,,(z) : B,(z)], where I?(Z) = uO(z) + o,(h/T) and 
s 
x 
Q(Z) = arg min tr u(&L,,QL~A$) u* dw. 
--7[ 
THEOREM 3.2. Let [C,(z) : D,(z)] E 0,&u) minimise 
s tr[CL, -D) Q,(CL, -D)* + C(K, - K,) f,,(K, - &)*c*] dw, 
where K,(z)=A,(z)-‘B,(z). Whenever v 6 vO, [C,(z) : D,(z)] is 
uniquely defined, coprime, and [c(z) : B(z)] = [C,(z) : D,(z)] + O(QT). rf 
v > v0 and ,a <p,, then [c(z) : 8(z)] = [C,(z) : D,(z)] + O(QT), where 
[C,(z) : D,(z)] = arg min I 
tr(CL, - D) Q,(CLO- D)* do. 
If v 2 v. and p > .uo then [c(z) : 6(z)] = $(z)[C,(z) : Do(z)] + O(QT), 
where I+%(Z) = t+bo(z) + O,(h/T) and tie(z) minimises 
r ‘4 tr D,SZ,D,+j do. 
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To motivate the third and final stage of the estimation procedure 
consider the approximate Gaussian log likelihood 
LT(O,O)= -i TlogdetSZ+ i ~9~(f)‘Q-~&?~(r) , 
( )I I=1 I 
where 
f- 1 
&e(t) = C y(j) Y(t -A - WI --4t-j), 
j=O 
0 = (a’, b’, c’, d’, f’)‘. Assuming for the moment that ~2 is known, maxi- 
misation of LT(fJ, Sz) with respect to 0 leads to the first-order conditions, 
,C, at3 0 
T “S(t)‘,-I,(,)=, 
' 
which may be interpreted as the normal equations obtained from a 
generalised multivariate regression of &e(t) on the derivative processes, 
a~~(~)_a~~~z)-lc(z)~4’(~~-~(~~-~~(~)~(~)~1 
aa’ ad 
=D(z)-lc(z) A(z)-’ yA(ir’w x(t) 
= [{A(z)-‘B(z)x(t)}‘.@D(z)-‘C(z) A(z)-‘1 a v;af(z) 
= KopWO VW XWO V(z) L(z)1 -‘) s:, 
= {iopW@ 5,w x, 
a4dt) -= -(i&)%3x(t)‘@ (-44 wj-‘1 Sk 
ab’ 
= -(i&)‘@5&)) Sk., 
$y= (l&(z)‘@ {L(z)C”,(t)}‘@D(z)-‘) s: 
= ~41,WO 4,(t)} s:. 
a44f) -= -(i,,(z)‘O~De(t)‘OD(z)-‘)S& ad’ 
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t = 1, . . . . T, presample values being set equal to zero. Of course, generally Q 
will be unknown, but from Lemma 3.1, 
fi=T-‘ze(t)e(t)‘=T-‘x~(t)~(t)‘+O(Q$h) (3.2) 
provides a consistent estimate of the innovation variance-covariance 
matrix that may be substituted for Q. Let 
 ^
qt)=&t)+ $f.(D-a,, 
where &(t) =&(t)le=~ and 0 is obtained from the estimates given at 
Stage II. Then the implied regression minimises TV1 C e”(t)’ fi- ‘Z(t) and 
the regression coefficient provides the adjustments to modify the initial 
parameter estimates. Noting also that 
1 
y.O= {~,(t)+~c(t)-~,(t)} vecZ,, 
wherein t,(t) = (,(t)le= 0, etc., we see that 8 can be evaluated directly via 
a seemingly unrelated regressions procedure [26]. 
Stage III. Determine the Gaussian estimator 0 by means of a multi- 
variate, generalised least squares regression of {(&t)’ 0 Z,) - [J t) - 
t,(t) + L(t)> vet 1, on 
{i,,WO r^,W) s:., 
(L,,(z)‘@ L(r)) XT 
- {i&)‘oM)) s& 
- {i&)‘O b(t)> sb, 
covariance si. 
and [f(t) S; with variance- 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 0= (0; : I$)‘, where ok= (a’ : b’)’ and 8, = 
(c’ : d’ : f’)‘. When v = v0 and p = p0 Tli2(gk - 0,) m9 N(0, $21’) and is 
independent asymptotically of T112(gL - tlLO) m9 N(0, 9&l), where the 
information matrices & and 9L, are as given in Appendix A. 
If v = v0 and p = p,, then from Theorems 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 it follows that 
g has the same limiting values as t? from Stage II. The estimator 8 is to be 
preferred, however, since asymptotically it achieves the Cramer-Rao lower 
bound for Gaussian processes. The independence between 8, and gL also 
suggests a modification to the third stage of the estimation procedure. 
Stage III’. Using the variance-covariance estimate fi : 
Step 1. Determine 8, from the multivariate, generalised least squares 
regression of { (&(t)‘OL) - k(f)> vet 1, on 
{ ilP(z)’ 0 t,(t)} $,, and similarly, 
{i&)‘O &(t)> X and 
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Step 2. Regress { (&t)‘O 1,) - EC(t) + g,(t)) vet 1, on {<i,(z)‘@ 
t,(t)} SC, - ([l,,(z)f@fd(t)} S; and lJt) S; to evaluate 8,. 
THEOREM 3.3’. Zf v = v. and p = pLo T”2(8k - e,,) kg N(0, ,a,‘) and 
~l/~(t$. - e,,) 2 ~(0,‘/6;1). 
Proofs. To verify the theorems presented above the procedures used in 
Hannan and Kavalieris [9] and subsequently developed in Hannan and 
Deistler [S, Chap. 63 in the context of ARMAX systems are employed. The 
basic approach is exemplified via Theorem 3.1. 
Vectorising A(z) and B(z) using (2.2) and the elementary properties that 
any column vector is its own vectorisation and vec(ABC) = (C’ @A) vet B 
the residual sum of squares (3.1), C \lu( t) 11 2 say, becomes 
2 Ile(t)+.f(t)+ (~op(z)‘@.f(t)@Z,2) Sba- (ilp(z)‘Ox(f)‘OZ,,) W412. 
1=1 
By definition, the Stage II ; Step 1 estimates B and 6 are obtained as a 
solution to the normal equations ($4’ : 6’)’ = 2, 
wherein, for example, 
&= T-’ i S,(r,,(~)‘Os^(t)0Z”2)(rl.~Ox(t)‘OZ””2) Sk 
r=1 
and 
Tt . = T-l i S,(C&)’ @x(t) 0 Z,,)(e(t) + j(t)). x,e+s 
r=1 
To investigate the asymptotic behaviour of 0, = (ci’ : 8’)‘, it is necessary 
therefore to consider covariance estimates of the form 
y^jx(j, k) = T-’ c’ i(t -j) x(t - k)‘, j, k = 0, . . . . p, 
ik 
where cjk indicates summation over t = max( j, k) f 1, . . . . T. We proceed as 
in An, Chen, and Hannan [l] and Hannan and Kavalieris [9,10] thus: 
Writing 
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and setting the difference 
i(t) -s(t) = ew[&z) - @p,(z) - (9(z) - Ye(z)} K,(z)] x(t) 
=VK(z) x(t), 
truncate VK(z) after h = IC log T terms, IC > l/( - 2 log I&( ), to give 
VNr) L(r +j, k). (3.3) 
r=h+l 
By assumption .x(t) has finite fourth moments so that Ilx(t)li2/t --f 0 a.s. 
which implies that f,,(r +j, k) = 0{ (1 + (r + j)/T)“‘( 1 - /c/T)“~} and, via 
Lemma3.1, VK(r)II.I~‘=O(l), ~&.~=~~,~(l +0(l)), so the second term 
of (3.3) is o(T-“~), K > l/( -2 log [A,(). Furthermore, C ilr,,(r)lj < co and, 
see Hannan and Kavalieris [9, pp. 541-5431, the maximum over the rows 
of the sum of the moduli of the elements in each row of the u x uh matrix 
with blocks yxx(r + j, k), r = 1, . . . . h, h < H, is bounded. By Lemma 3.1 the 
elements of VK(r), r = 1, . . . . h are uniformly O(QT) and therefore the first 
terms of (3.3) is also of this order. Hence, by ergodicity, we have 
fs.r( j, k) = SE eiw(iek) Ko(e-‘“)f(w)f(w)do+O(Q,). (3.4) 
n 
Evaluating the limits of the remaining elements of 6 and 2 in a similar 
manner using either Propositions (xv), (xvi), and (xvii) of Hannan and 
Kavalieris [9] or the results given in Hannan and Deistler [S, Chap. 5.31 
we can conclude that dK converges as T-+ co to a solution (u’~ : 6’,) of the 
linear equations G(aL, : b’,) = g, where 
and 
Herein, an overbar indicates the complex conjugate, an asterisk the com- 
plex conjugate transpose, and terms such as K. fxxK,* and co, stand for 
Ko(eeia) fx,(w) Ko(P’)* and To,(z)/,,,-,W, etc., a notation with which we 
shall persist in expressions of this type. 
Factorising S,([, @ Z”Z) in the first x C nii equations gives 
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which can be reexpressed as 
using the rule that vet ABC= (CO A) vet B and (2.2) again. Corre- 
sponding manipulations applied to the remaining nu equations yields 
From (3.5) it is straightforward to deduce that (a&, : bk,)’ provides a value 
of [A(z) : B(z)] that minimises 
If v fv, then (a’, : b’,)’ is uniquely defined and [A,(z) : B,(z)] is 
coprime. Otherwise the coefficient matrix G would be singular, implying 
the existence of a set of constants, not all zero, such that the vector 
(a’, : b:)’ annihilates G. This leads to a contradiction because 
(a: : b:)‘G I’ = 
[I 1 
MB, - A,&) LABS - A,&)* &.I 
s 
=O 
implies, in turn, that K,(z) = A,(z)-‘B,(z), where [A,(z) : B,(z)] has row 
degrees ri < n,,, i = 1, . . . . u, yielding a different representation of K,(z) with 
Kronecker indices smaller than those of [A,(z) : B,(z)], which is evidently 
impossible. 
If v > vO, however, it is clear that [A,(z) : B,(z)] = v(z)[A,Jz) : B,(z)] 
for some u(z). We therefore transform from [A(z) : B(z)] to a new coor- 
dinate system, [x(z) : u(z)], say, using a technique first employed by 
Hannan [7]. This allows us to rewrite the residual u(t) in terms of the 
parameters x and u as e(t) - R,(t)x - R,( t)u, where the regressors R,(t) 
and R,(t) are linear functions of x(t) and i(t). Proceeding in a manner 
similar to Hannan and Deistler [8, pp. 307-3081, we find that R,(t) and 
R,(t) are asymptotically orthogonal, to order QT, and the least squares 
estimate i(z) = O(Q T). Arguments analogous to those employed in moving 
from (3.4) to (3.5) now lead to the conclusion that r?(z) converges in 
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probability to the solution of the nonsingular normal equations that define 
the minimum of 
I 
?I 
tr v(A,L,QL,*A,*) v* da. 
-* 
Using arguments parallel to those already employed in showing 
Theorem 3.1, the properties of [C(z) : B(z)] given in Theorem 3.2 are 
established, the only changes necessary being those required to allow for 
the restriction that C(0) = D(0) = F and the fact that q(t) is estimated via 
Step 1 and hence the specification of K(z) feeds through to the noise 
component estimates. 
We will illustrate the main steps in the proof of Theorems 3.3 and 3.3’ by 
establishing the stated convergence in distribution of 7’1’2(8,- 0,). By 
definition, 8, is obtained from the solution to the equations 
where, for example, 
and 
So = T-’ C -S,((,(z)Q f,(t)‘} B-‘(f&r)- t,(t) vet I,,}. 
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 it follows that we can expand g,(t) and [Jt) 
as 
(i,(z)‘0 C{KN+ O(QT)) xWl’W,W’ + WQT)) s: 
and 
(i,,(z)‘Qx(t)‘Qp,(-)~l +O(QT)) %, (3.6) 
respectively, where P(z) = A(z) L(z). Using (3.2) and the same approach as 
was adopted to establish Eq. (3.4), we find that 
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Of course, K,(z) = K,(z) and P,(z) = PO(z) here because v = v0 and p = pco 
by assumption. Handling &, and & in the same way indicates that 
$= YKO + O(Qr) where &,, is defined as in Appendix A. Put 
&Jo, - 13,) = S, - &3, and rewrite the right-hand side as 
- {i,woE,c~,> f%ao+ {il&YOmf &ho). (3.7) 
A little algebra shows that 
I,(t)vec~~+ {iop(z)‘~&~)) S:a- Cl&)‘O&t)l Sbb 
= vet L(z)-‘A(z)-‘(B(z) - A(z) k(Z)} X(t) (3.8) 
and the right-hand term in the bilinear summation (3.7) simplifies to 
E(t)+(i(Z)-‘Lo(z)-z)&(t)+P(Z)-‘(R(z)-A,(z)}{Ko(z)-~(z)) x(t) 
= e(t) + O(QT) &(t) + O(Q;) x(f), 
via Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 again. Replacing 6, by 9, + O(QT), expanding 
f,(t) and %A 1 t as b f e ore, and exploiting the assumed independence between 
c(t) and x(t), (3.7) reduces to 
T T-'C 
[ 
s,cCo,(z)oK,(z)x(t)OP,(z)‘-‘l a-1E(t)+O(Q2) 1 -s,CSl,(z)ox(t)oPo(z)‘-‘] O T’ r=1 
The result now follows from Proposition (xxiv) of Hannan and 
Kavalieris [9, p. 5431 and Lemma 4.2 below. 
The corresponding reasoning applied to B,, with [C(z) : D(z)] 
exchanged for [A(z) : B(z)], l,(t) for 5,(t), and &,(t) for &,(f), leads to the 
stated result for T1'*(tlL - 0,). The central limit theorem for the estimator 
8 = (8; : 8i)’ is established in a completely analogous way. 1 
4. STRUCTURE DETERMINATION 
When the structural indices are unknown they will have to be deter- 
mined from the data and a choice is likely to be made from a range of 
values of v and p that are regarded, a priori, as being appropriate, the 
choice itself depending on the estimated characteristics of the model for a 
given (v, p) pair. A natural procedure to consider in the light of 
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Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 is one based upon estimates obtained at the second 
stage. Thus, at Stage II; Step 1, for example, 6 may be chosen to minimise 
Tlog det Tm ’ c u(t) u(r)‘+ d( v) C,, 
where CT is an appropriately prescribed sequence. Very similar arguments 
to those given in Hannan .and Kavalieris [9, Theorem 3 and 41 show that 
if CT= CO log T log log T for C, sufficiently large then v^ -+ vO a.s. and, if 
C,= C, log T, p . lim Q = vO. Having consistently estimated vO and pO in a 
similar manner, fully efficient coefficient estimates can be obtained at 
Stage III. The constant C,, depends on the unknown system parameters, 
however, although its magnitude might be estimated. Delaying the struc- 
ture determination until Stage III allows alternative selection criteria to be 
employed that are independent of unknown quantities. Furthermore, the 
computational burden of basing model selection on Stage III estimates 
does not seem excessive, compared to the open-ended iterative calculations 
required by full maximum likelihood for example, and such an approach 
has been shown to be useful in the context of scalar processes [ 18, 193. 
Let d = T-’ C cQ(t) e”#(t)’ and consider the function 
where 
d,(v, p) = Tlog det fi -t {d(v) + d(p)) d,(v, p), (4.la) 
~,(v,,u)=l+log[Ttr.~;‘/(d(v)+d(~)}]. (4.lb) 
This criterion is based on that suggested in Poskitt [17]. The first term 
on the right hand side of (4.la) represents an approximation to (-2) 
maximised Gaussian log likelihood and .a0 is employed in the parameter 
adjustment term (4.lb) as a consistent estimate of Fisher’s measure of 
information pertaining to 8 = (& : 8:)‘. The matrix & of mean squares and 
cross products of the derivative processes is already structured in the 
course of evaluating i? at Stage III but the evaluation of d would have to 
be added to the calculations of this stage if d i( v, p) were to be adopted. By 
using further approximations it is possible to justify the consideration of 
alternative criteria where both components arise as natural by-products of 
the third stage estimation, thereby circumventing the need for additional 
computations. 
First recall that fi, which does not depend on v or p and is common to 
all estimates, provides an independent strongly consistent estimate of 52,. 
Normalising 0 by fi = (fi;;il’2)(@‘2)’ and substituting &““d(&“*)’ for fi 
in (4.1) has the effect of reducing the magnitude of d 1( v, p) by the constant 
Tlog det 8. A Taylor’s series expansion of log det 52 about fi shows that 
log det b = log det si + tr(d-‘0 - 1,:) + (jQ,~‘(b - si)/l*, 
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where Szj, = si + L(fi - d), 0 f i < 1. Hence for d in a neighborhood of fi 
it is natural to consider replacing log det( b - l’*) 6( si - I’*)’ = log det d - 
log det b by 
wherein the first term on the right-hand side is just the residual sum of 
squares obtained at Stage III, which is readily evaluated along with g and 
&. Dropping the constant -u leads to the criterion function 
d?(v, p)= Ttr(a-‘a)+ {d(v)+d(~)} e,(v, p). (4.2) 
Alternatively, the well-known inequality between the geometric and 
arithmetic mean implies that 
logdetfi-‘a<rlogtra--‘a-rlogv 
and again neglecting the constant term, u log u; this suggests consideration 
of 
d3(v, ,u) = TV log tr fi-‘8 + {d(v) + d(p)} cr(v, p). (4.3) 
The operational characteristics of the three criteria are partially sum- 
marised in the following result. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let J” and JH denote sets of indices for v and ~1 
respectively such that the true value ( vO, pO) E JV Q JE’. Zf (C, @) = 
argmin{d,(v,p), i= 1,2, 3}, (v,p)~NxA} then (O,fi)+(v,,pO) a.s. 
To prove this theorem we require the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let & be defined as in the Appendix. Then : (i) J$ = jO, + 
O(QT); (ii) if v<v,.& is nonsingular and when v > vO, YK, is singular; 
(iii) whenever v < vo, & is nonsingular, and if v > vo, then .& is non- 
singular when p < p. and singular if p> po. 
Proof. Part (i) was shown in the course of deriving the central limit 
theorem for 8 and 8. Now presume that v < v. and 9K, is nonsingular. This 
implies the existence of a nonzero vector (a: : b:) such that 
’ tr(g,-A,K,)f,.~(B,-A,K,)*(P,n0P*,)-’ 
-77 
= 0. 
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contradicting the fact, established by similar means above, that 
[A,(z) : B,(z)] is coprime for v<vv,. When v> v0 [A,(z) : B,,,(z)] = 
vo(z)[Aa(z) : B,(z)] and from (1.2b) 
&(z) ~.&b) =&(z) L,(~) 
and (4.4) 
43(z) r,,(z) = &l(z) LA,-). 
Premultiplying by PO(z) QOPO(z-I)’ and vectorising these equations 
produces the relationships 
where fi,(o) = T~,,(c’~). Hence, as in Poskitt and Tremayne [21], we 
can construct a nonzero vector that annihilates &I because p > p,,, 
K,(z) = Ko(z), and the columns of S& and Sb, contain a subset of those of 
SU and Sb. This proves (ii). Similar reasoning applied to J@~, establishes 
(iii). 1 
Given Lemma 4.2, the proof of Theorem 4.1 is obtained by using equiv- 
alent arguments to those used to prove Theorem 4.3 below, these, in turn, 
follow Hannan and Kavalieris [9, pp. 554-5551. The details are omitted to 
avoid unnecessary duplication. See Poskitt [ 19, Theorem 21 for the scalar 
case. 
Theorem 4.1 gives no indication of how the sets JV and JZ are to be 
chosen in practice. One way of proceeding might be to consider 
./(r = {v: C n,dN) for some sufficiently large N but this would involve the 
examination of ( “zO) specifications for K(z) alone, and if 
JZ= {,~:xrn~<M) a total of (“,t’)(“:‘) models would have to be 
estimated. Even for reasonably small values of M, N, and u this figure is 
prohibitive. An alternative approach is to use a modification of the 
procedure outlined in Hannan and Kavalieris [9] for the ARMAX case. 
This represents a multivariate generalisation of the strategy advanced in 
Hannan and Rissanen [ 111. Supposing that ,u,, is known, the first step in 
determining v is to consider (v(p) : 0 < p < P = H, >, v(p) = { p, . . . . p} and 
to choose @ to minimise d(v, pO) over this set. Then, assuming that ACi,, 
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i = 1, . ..) j- 1, have already been selected, choose fi(,) so as to minimise 
d(V,/Lo) over {v:n(,)=ri(,), i=l,..., j-1, ~(j)=~-r, r=O ,..., 0, Tl(;)=@, 
i = j + 1, . ..) u}, repeating the process for j = 1, . . . . u. We shall refer to this as 
the MHR strategy. Exchanging the roles of p and v it is clear how fi is 
determined using the same strategy if v0 is known. The difficulty comes 
in attempting to determine v and p jointly when both are unknown. One 
solution lies in exploiting the independence between the signal and noise 
components (1.2b) and (1.2a). Set 
eK(t) = 8&t) - g,(t) vet I, - {COD(z)’ 0 t,(t)> %a + (50Jz)‘O fb(t)> sbk 
the least squares residual obtained at Stage III’; Step 1, and 
where 6, = T-’ C e,(t) eK(t)’ and C,(v 1 p) = 1 + log{ trail/d(v)}. 
Define !*(vl p) and J3(vl p) by replacing log det 8, by tr Q-‘aK and 
v log tr $X18, respectively, as in (4.2) and (4.3). Similarly, Stage III’: 
Step 2 generates residuals 
and a,(/~ (v), i= 1, 2, 3, is defined as for a(v 1 CL) by replacing eK(t) by eL(t), 
d(v) by d(p), and $K by JL. 
THEOREM 4.3. (i) Let p and 3 denote the estimates of max(n,,,) and v,, 
obtained by using the MHR strategy in conjunction with a(v ) 0). Then 
p -+ max(n,,) and V -+ v,, a.s. 
(ii) If q and ji are the values obtained by applying the MHR strategy 
in conjunction with a(~ 1 V), or a(~ 1 p), then 4 + max(m,J and ,ii + p0 a.s. 
Proof. For each ai(.l.), i = 1,2, 3, the method of proof is essentially 
identical, the detailed arguments for a,(~1 =) are as follows. To prove (i) it 
is first necessary to verify that 
(a) tr &‘a,= T-’ C {q(t)’ !S;‘q(t)+ X,(t)‘l2;‘X,(t)} + O(QT), 
v 3 vO, and 
(b) = T-’ C q(t)’ Q,‘q(t) + O(Q$), v 3 vo, 
where X,(t) = A,(z)-‘{B(z) - A(z) K,(z) - K,(z) + K,(z)} x(t). We 
proceed by expanding f,(t) and gb(t) as in (3.6) and using (3.8) to write 
c,(t) = ~(4 + x,(t) + O(QT) x(t). 
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Statement (a) follows directly from Propositions (xv), (xvi), and (xvii) of 
Hannan and Kavalieris [9]. To show (b) note that K,(z) -k(z) = K,(z) - 
K,(z)+ O(&) and when va vO, K,(z) = Z&(z), Theorem 3.1. Moreover, 
manipulations and reasoning parallel to these leading from (3.1) to (3.5) 
indicate that 8, = (a’, 6’)’ satisfies 
from which we conclude that (B(z) - d(z) K,(z)} = 0( QT) because 
f’,(o) > 0 and 52, > 0 by assumption. Therefore X,(t) = O(Qr) x(t) and 
both T-’ C X,(t)‘G~‘X,(t) and T-’ C q(t)‘G;‘X,(t) are O(Q$), prov- 
ing (b). 
That p + p. = max(noi) a.s. now follows from the fact that p < p. implies 
v(p) > vo, p = p. means v(p) 2 vo, and 
which is strictly positive for T suffkiently large by (i) and (iii). Hence 
J(v(p) IO) cannot be minimised by any p < po. If p > p. v(p) > vo, 
d{v(p)} -d{v(p,)} =(d+uu)(p-p,), and trk’D2, is independent of v 
by (b). Furthermore, by Lemma 4.2 log tr $, ’ = log( tr adj &J - 
log{O(Q,)} +O(QT)=0(1)+0.5(log T-log log T)+O(Q,), where the 
O(I) term is positive. Thus 
and we must have d,(v(p)~O)>d,(v(po))O) for p> po; otherwise, the 
right-hand side would be negative. Now consider v,,(p) = {v: n(i) = p - r, 
n,,, = p, j=2, . . . . u}. If r<p,-not,, then v,,(p)> v. as., because p-+po 
as., and if r > p. - notI ), v,,(p) 3 v. a.s. Therefore, by an argument identi- 
cal to that just employed, d,(v,,(p) IO) is minimised when r = p. - no(,). 
The same reasoning applied to v,,(p)= {v:nCi)=ZCj,, i=l,...,j-1, 
rz(,)=p-r, n(i)=& i=j+l,..., u, j=2 ,..., v}, with tiCi)+nO(,, a.s. and 
p -+ p. a.s. finally shows that V -+ v. a.s. 
To prove (ii) expand t,.(t) and [Jf), using Theorem 3.1 and 3.2, to 
obtain 
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where 
NL(t)= [Lm(z)-~-L0(z)-‘-D,(z)-‘{D(z)-c(2)L,(2)} 
x LW’I V(f) 
and 
X,(t)= [~,(z)-‘-D,,(2)-‘{D(z)-c(2)L,(2)} L,(z)-‘] 
x CKo(z) - L(z)1 x(t). 
Proceeding as before, using the assumed independence between x(t) and 
q(t) and recognising that the transfer function defining NL(f) is strictly 
proper, i.e., NL(f) is a function of q(t - j), j> 0, and is therefore indepen- 
dent of E(Z), we find that 
tr 6-‘Dz,= T-’ 1 {s(t)‘LI;%(t) + NL(t)’ L2;‘N,(t) 
+X,(t)’ Q,‘XL(~)~ - WT) 
= S, + S, + S, + WQT), 
say. As before, when v 3 vo, K,(z) = K,(z) and 
tr&‘8,=S,+S,+O(QT), v avo, P & PO. 
When v>,v, and p>po, L,(z)=L,(z) and B(z)-c(z)L,(z)=O(QT), so 
that it can be shown that 
tr fi-‘G, = S, + O( Q$), v>:v,, PLPO. 
The remaining steps follow exactly as for part (i) using AZ@ ) G) + a,(~ ( vo) 
a.s. I 
Theorem 4.3 indicates that by breaking the selection of v and p into two 
stages and using the MHR strategy, a total of less than 2H,+ u( p. + qo) 
specifications, in principle 2H, + xi ( p. + q. - noi - m,,), need to be 
examined in order to determine all the Kronecker indices. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 are easily extended to other selection criteria of the 
same form as Ai, i = 1,‘2, 3, where e,(v, p) is replaced by an alternative 
real valued, nonnegative correction factor, p,(v, p), which may or may not 
be stochastic, for which lim., o. inf F&v, p)/log T>, I as. The use of BIC 
at the third stage will provide consistent estimates of v. and po, for 
instance. Such results are, however, merely suggestive of the likely perfor- 
mance of the criteria and may provide very imprecise guides to finite 
sample behaviour. Furthermore, the paradigm in which there exists in truth 
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indices v. and p. that characterize K(Z) and L(Z) is questionable. More 
generally, (1.2) may be thought of as a parametric approximation to (1.1) 
and the purpose of the analysis may suggest other desiderata and criteria 
on the basis of which to choose an approximant quite different from any 
mentioned here. 
Finally, in order to implement the above estimation procedure and 
structure determination strategy, a value for h in the preliminary regression 
autoregression must be chosen. Following Hannan and Kavalieris [IS, 
Theorem 21 this can be taken to minimise log det TP ’ C e(t) e(t)’ + 
h(u’+UU)log T/T, O<h<H,, for then h= (log T/(2log1,)}{1 +0(l)) 
and will be sufficiently large. 
APPENDIX 
Let P(z) = C, P(r) zmr denote an u x v matrix polynomial or power series 
with typical i, jth element pJz)=C, pii(r)z-‘, i= 1, . . . . U, j= 1, . . . . v, and 
introduce the transformation 
that generates a (m + 1)~ x (n + 1)v block Toeplitz matrix with the coef- 
ficient pJs- r) in row ru + i, column sv +j, r = 0, 1, . . . . m, s = 0, . . . . n, 
i = 1, . . . . u, j = 1, . . . . v. At this point P(z) and the integers m, ~1, u, and v are 
taken as generic and bear no relation to their specialized usages elsewhere 
in this paper. Replacing corn(z) by <r,J.z) or co,(z) by iI,, produces 
obvious definitions for Ty[P(z)];;, T;[P(z)]l, and Ty[P(z)]‘; with 
associated changes in dimension and structure. Returning to our previous 
notational conventions, set E,(z) = (P(z) QP(zC’)‘)‘-‘, P(z) = A(z) L(z), 
and Ti,(z) = (D(z) sZD(z-‘)‘))‘. Let 
where 
and 
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and 
where 
and 
~~=S~T~[(L(z)-z)1;2(L(z-‘)-z)‘Ofi,(z)]~ s;: 
For the model (1.2) the information matrix pertaining to the parameter 
8 = (0; : 0;)’ = (a’ : 6’ : c’ : d’ : f ‘)’ is given by YO = diag($K, &). When $$@ 
is evaluated at 0 = 00, Sz =L&, we shall write $&=diag(.YK,,, &,) and, 
similarly, 4 I e = o,,o = R, will be written as diag(.YKx, &J. 
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